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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States,
2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.MEAT IS
MURDER VOLUME #3 Every day animals are being mistreated
and forced to spend their short and miserable life knowing that
they will soon be butchered and fed to gluttons who have no
respect or regard for inferior creatures that we are supposed to
protect. HUNDREDS OF BILLIONS! Yes, you read that correctly,
HUNDREDS OF BILLIONS (with a B) of animals are murdered
each year to feed an already overweight fat population of
gluttonous self centered individuals. People who can afford to
consume meat are not of the starving who are forced to eat
anything they can get their hands on in order to survive just
another day. We are not capable of living solely off of meat
alone. We were designed to be able to SURVIVE on a lot of things
for a BRIEF TIME, and yes meat can be one of them. But while
our bodies are capable of SURVIVING on many things if we
absolutely have to, our bodies are designed to THRIVE on
vegetation of the land. There are so...
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R eviews
This written publication is wonderful. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not really feel monotony
at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Desmond B ecker
Absolutely essential go through publication. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not
feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are for regarding if you ask me).
-- Ambr ose Thompson II
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